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(R3) 14:00 SOUTHWELL, 2m 7f 209y  
Compare Bookmaker Sites At Bonuscodebets.co.uk Handicap Hurdle (Class 4)  
(4YO plus)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Silk</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Horse Details</th>
<th>Age/Wt</th>
<th>Jockey/Trainer</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  |      | 242-0 | NO REMATCH (IRE) 28  
b g Westerner - Loadsofability | 5 12 - 0 | Adam Wedge  
Evan Williams | 112 |

**Jockey Colours:** Royal blue, pink hoop  
**Timeform says:** Second on bumper debut last November and reached the frame in a pair of novice hurdles at the start of 2019. Given a considerate return/handicap debut at Chepstow and remains capable of better.  
**Forecast 8.00**

| 2  | 944-20U | 110  
NIFTY AT FIFTY (IRE) 13 BF  
b g Gold Well - Tropical Sunset | 6 11 - 12 | Bryan Carver  
J Scott | |

**Jockey Colours:** Royal blue and white check, orange sleeves  
**Timeform says:** Temperamental maiden but clearly on a good mark judged on his second over C&D on reappearance and when averring and unseating his rider 2 out when leading at Exeter 13 days ago.  
**Forecast 4.00**

| 3  | 24P27-7 | 109  
TARRONA 22  
b g Kayl Tara - Lisrona | 10 11 - 11 | C J Todd  
A Phillips | |

**Jockey Colours:** Red, light green diamonds on sleeves and cap  
**Timeform says:** Runner-up in a Hereford novice hurdle in March, but still seeking a first win over hurdles and offered little back there on return this month. Others preferred.  
**Forecast 23.00**

| 4  | 5424P/4 | 108  
GLENFORDE (IRE) 33  
ch g Flemensfirth - Feel The Pride | 8 11 - 10h | Harry Skelton  
D Skelton | |

**Jockey Colours:** White, orange sleeves and cap  
**Timeform says:** Lightly raced 8-y-o who offered plenty to work on tried in a hood (also had wind up) on first start for a new yard back from 18 months off when fourth over C&D 23 days ago. May build on that.  
**Forecast 12.00**

| 5  | 715U-5U | 107  
LITTLE BOY BORU (IRE) 9  
b g Brian Boru - How Is Things | 11 11 - 9 | Ben Godfrey  
Miss S Smith | |

**Jockey Colours:** Royal blue, yellow diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, yellow cap  
**Timeform says:** Landed a punt at Plumpton (25f) in February and fair fifth back there the following month. Likely needed the run on reappearance and unseated very early at Cheltenham latest.  
**Forecast 7.00**

| 6  | U732-43 | 102  
PASSAM 13  
b g Black Sam Bellamy - One Wild Night | 7 11 - 4t | W T Kennedy  
Miss C Dyson | |

**Jockey Colours:** Red, grey hooped sleeves, red cap, grey star  
**Timeform says:** Bumper winner who shaped as if back in form when 13¼ lengths third of 8 at Exeter (23.1f, heavy) 13 days ago, paying for his position close to the testing gallop. Eased 2 lb.  
**Forecast 9.00**

| 7  | 88U56-P | 102  
YORGONNAHEARMEROAR (IRE) 19  
b g Scorpion - Etoile Margot | 8 11 - 4p | L Treadwell  
Miss C Dyson | |
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